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In the aircraft industry, manufacturers have to decide quickly whether an impacted sandwich needs repairing or not. Certain
computation tools exist at present but they are very time-consuming and they also fail to perfectly model the physical phenomena
involved in an impact. In a previous publication, the authors demonstrated the possibility of representing the NomexTM honeycomb core
by a grid of nonlinear springs and have pointed out both the structural behaviour of the honeycomb and the influence of core-skin
boundary conditions. This discrete approach accurately predicts the static indentation on honeycomb core alone and the indentation on
sandwich structure with metal skins supported on rigid flat support. In this study, the domain of validity of this approach is investigated.
It is found that the approach is not valid for sharp projectiles on thin skins. In any case, the spring elements used to model the
honeycomb cannot take into account the transverse shear that occurs in the core during the bending of a sandwich. To overcome this
strong limitation, a multi-level approach is proposed in the present article. In this approach, the sandwich structure is modelled by
Mindlin plate elements and the computed static contact law is implemented in a nonlinear spring located between the impactor and the
structure. Thus, it is possible to predict the dynamic structural response in the case of low-velocity/low-energy impact on metal-skinned
sandwich structures. A good correlation with dynamic experimental tests is achieved.
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Sandwich structures exhibit static properties such as high
stiffness-to-weight ratio and high buckling loads which are
of great importance in the aeronautics field. Nevertheless,
the current applications on commercial airplanes remain
mainly limited to secondary structures like control surface
or floor panels. In the field of helicopters where stress levels
are lower, full sandwich structures are already in flight. In
fact, one of the main limitations is linked to a lack of
knowledge on the effects induced by impact damages [1].
However, in service, such structures are exposed and are
often impacted during taxiing manoeuvres or take-off.ing author. Tel.: +335 62 17 81 16; fax: +33 5 61 55 81 78.
ess: bruno.castanie@supaero.fr (B. Castanie´).They can also be damaged by tool drops during
maintenance operations [2,3]. In such circumstances, the
aircraft manufacturer has to inform the users very quickly
of whether the impacted structure needs a repair or not.
The study presented in this article is a step toward the final
objective, which is to provide the aerospace industry with
an inverse method. In this method, a 3D picture of the
damage is first made by the airline company. Then, based
on the shape of the impact, the impactor’s shape is found
and both the impact damage and the residual strength
would be computed.
This article investigates low-speed and low-energy
impact phenomena. Tests in industry and most publica-
tions agree that, in this type of impact and for aeronautical
sandwiches with skins that not exceed 2.5mm, there is an
equivalence between dynamic tests and static indentations
[4–6]. However, static tests have the advantage of being
easier to set up and show low dispersion. This hypothesis
will also be assumed in this study. At this first stage, the
study will focus on modelling impacts on sandwich
structures with NomexTM honeycomb core and metallic
skins. Metallic skins are used in order to avoid the complex
mechanisms of laminate skins damaging.
The indentation response of sandwich structures can be
determined by using Meyer’s law with experimentally
correlated coefficients, spring-mass models or energy-
balance models [1]. Analytical models of beams or plates
on elastic foundations have also been developed by several
authors [7]. The first approaches were based on elasticity
theory, so their practical use remains limited [1]. Soden [8]
and Olsson and McManus [9] used a foundation model
with a perfect plastic law which may be able to represent
the core behaviour. The model of Soden is also geome-
trically nonlinear. However, because the core crushes
[10,11] and the skin plasticizes, this type of approach also
remains limited. The damage of the core also proves to be
very important as it even occurs at the weakest energies
and without any visible damage on laminated skins.
Certainly, understanding and modelling the crushing
phenomenon are the key points of the general problem of
impact on sandwich structures with honeycomb. Core
crushing is a complex mechanical phenomenon character-
ized by the appearance of various folds and failures in the
hexagonal structure. This phenomenon is known for its
energy-absorbing capacities and has been analysed since
1963 by McFarland [12]. The crushing of aluminium
honeycomb core has been extensively studied by Wierz-
bicki et al. [13,14] and, more recently, by Mohr and
Doyoyo [15–17]. Constitutive equivalent models have been
developed [18,19] and have been applied successfully to
experiments on large structures subjected to blast loads.
However, complex multiaxial experiments on honeycomb
are required to identify the crushing laws and, as pointed
out by Vaziri and co-workers [20], the models are not
suitable for simulating the phenomenon locally. Besides,
the developments apply to metallic honeycomb only. It
appears that NomexTM honeycomb has a more complex
micromechanical behaviour. Matrix cracking at the surface
and local detachment and tears are observed [11,21].
Conventionally, modelling of this phenomenon is either
based on an equivalent material law, which could be of the
perfectly plastic type [22,23], or on a discrete crushing law
(with a peak) for honeycomb blocks [24,25]. In this area,
Horrigan et al. [26] used an isotropic continuum damage
model, but this modelling was limited to small indenta-
tions, since the continuity of the damage model and the
plastic stress flow did not represent the real damage in the
core.
All the approaches presented have a common feature
which is to consider the honeycomb as a homogeneous
material. Recently, based on a phenomenological approach
and a structural analysis of honeycomb core with ‘‘soft’’
materials like paper or NomexTM, the authors haveproposed a discrete modelling of the honeycomb [27]. A
crushing law, including the influence of the boundary
conditions which take into account the interaction between
the skin and the honeycomb, was proposed. It predicts the
static indentation of metal-skinned sandwiches supported
on rigid flat support [28]. Those two points will be recalled
in the first part of this article and an investigation of the
domain of validity of this approach will be developed. It is
noticeable that this approach can also predict the residual
dent and the extension of the damage during compression
after impact (CAI) testing [29]. An original criterion of
structural strength in CAI based on the collapse of cells at
the edge of the impacted area was also proposed. The main
limitation of this model is the fact that the vertical grid of
nonlinear springs modelling the honeycomb core obviously
cannot take into account the transverse shear stress. This
limitation will be solved by demonstrating that the local
indentation and the flexural response can be superimposed
in static tests on a simply supported sandwich structure.
Then the method will be extended to dynamic tests that
finally provide a multi-level approach.2. Justification and limitation of the discrete modelling of
honeycomb core
In this part, the key points of the work presented in
Aminanda et al. [27,28] are first summarized. Several
uniform compression tests were conducted on honeycomb
block with three different materials (paper, NomexTM and
aluminium). Each block of honeycomb was also bonded to
one or two skins to simulate two types of boundary
conditions between the honeycomb and the compression
plate. Large cells were made for the paper honeycomb
which allowed the mechanism of deformation to be
observed easily. For a specimen with one skin, local
buckling on one side of the free surfaces of the honeycomb
occurred for very low loads while the vertical edge of the
cell remained straight (Fig. 1). In the case of NomexTM
honeycomb, because of the small dimensions of the cells, it
was not so easy to observe the mechanism. Nevertheless, a
finite elements model showed that this local buckling occur
at 20–50% of the peak or maximum load. The phenom-
enon seems to be triggered by the simply supported
boundary conditions on this free surface which allow local
rotation of the cell walls. This sensitivity is also found on
the force–displacement curves (Fig. 2). For two-skin
Nomex and paper specimens, the peak force was pro-
nounced and the difference with the maximum force of
one-skin specimens was significant. However, the differ-
ence was smaller for aluminium honeycomb, a reduction of
about 10% being observed. The Young modulus of
aluminium is 30 times that of Nomex and the greater
stiffness of the wall can partially explain the reduction.
Therefore, it seems that the sensitivity to boundary
conditions must be taken into account only in the case of
‘‘soft materials’’.
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Fig. 1. Mechanism of crushing for a one-skin paper specimen.Since local buckling occurs early, the honeycomb
structure works in a postbuckling mode and an analogy
can be made with stiffened structures under compression in
aircraft (Fig. 3). The stiffener in honeycomb is the verticaledge that is formed by the intersection of three cell walls.
When the skin buckles, the compressive stress in the skin
cannot be more than the buckling stress and the compres-
sion excess is therefore taken up by the stiffener and the
nearby skin, with an equivalent half-width equal to 15
times the skin thickness [30,31]. By analogy, for the
honeycomb cell, the compression is mainly taken by the
vertical edges since the buckling of the walls occurs earlier.
Then the collapse of the stiffened structure corresponds to
the buckling of the stiffeners. In the case of honeycomb
there is no collapse, but rather folding. The previous
analysis shows that only the cell edge plays an important
role from a structural point of view. This reasoning leads to
the hypothesis that NomexTM honeycombs under a
crushing force behave like a juxtaposition of vertical cell
edges and it is possible to model them by a grid of vertical
nonlinear springs located at the angles of the hexagons (see
Fig. 4). Furthermore, the local rotations must be taken into
account as they modify the crush law of cell edge from a
‘‘with peak’’ law to a ‘‘no peak’’ law. So, the following
form is proposed for a generalized crush law of a cell edge:
Fi ¼ F crushðwi; yiÞ þ
X3
j¼1
F shearHðwi  wj  wLimitÞ, (1)
where wi and yi are the vertical depth of crush and the local
rotation on the upper part of cell edge i. wj, j ¼ 1–3 are the
crushing depth of the adjacent edges.Fig. 4. Sample of discrete mod
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The crush law for one edge ‘‘with peak’’, Fwp is obtained
by dividing the experimental compression law by the
number of edges. The law presented was obtained using
experiments on a NomexTM honeycomb block (HRH78, 1/
8-3 of 48 kg/m3 and 15mm thick) containing 100 cells (10
on each side). The specimens were prepared by carefully
cutting the specimen to preserve the vertical edges on the
outer side of the honeycomb block (inset in Fig. 2). The
total number of cell edges of this block was 240.
The threshold parameter ycritical was identified by performing
indentation tests on sandwich structures [28]. For the range of
sandwich structures used in the experiments, this value was
about 2.31. H(wiwjwLimit) is a Heaviside function with
Hðwi  wj  wLimitÞ ¼
0 if wi  wj  wLimitp0;
1 if wi  wj  wLimit40:
(ng of honeycomb core.
2 2.5
e behaviour Fi
Vertical displacement wi (mm)
i
j
 Fnp
rush(wi, yi) of cell edge i.
The influence of Fshear was investigated and wLimit was
determined by means of tests using cylindrical indenters which
created shear stress in the walls located in the circumferential
zone of the indenter as explained by Wierzbicki et al. [14].
Quasi-static tests using three different radii (8, 14.75 and
25mm) of cylindrical indenters were conducted on the same
honeycomb (see Fig. 6). Two tests were performed for each
radius but only single-test curves are presented because the
behaviour is hardly varied. The circumference of the cylindrical
indenter can be observed to coincide either with a vertical edge
(POINT 1, Fig. 6) or with a wall (POINT 2, Fig. 6). According
to the position on the circumference, it can be assumed that
either the edge is subjected to compression or the wall is under
shear load.
Fig. 7 compares the contact laws obtained from
experiment and computation on discrete model not taking
into account the shear of the walls, for the three indenters,
in terms of force versus indentation depth. The curves are
nearly superimposed at the beginning and the difference
starts to appear from a point corresponding to the shear of
the wall in the circumferential zone. It is interesting to note
that this difference begins to appear at indentation depths
of about 0.32mm independently of the indenter diameter.BEFORE INDENTATION
AFTER INDENTATION
POINT 1
POINT 1
POINT 2
POINT 2
Fig. 6. Description of the indentationIt should also be noted that the number of cell walls on the
circumferential zone is proportional to the radius of the
indenter. There were 18, 30 and 56 cells for radii of 8, 14.75
and 25mm, respectively. Since it is assumed that these
walls are subjected to shear load, in consequence the shear
force is also proportional to the indenter radius. This
additional shear force, FSup can be expressed as
FSup ¼ 2prqshear,
where r is the radius of the cylindrical indenter and qshear is
the shear force per unit length in the circumferential zone.
The unit shear force qshear can thus be obtained by dividing
the difference between the computation and the test by 2pr.
Calculations show that the unit force qshear is not very
different for the three indenter radii (Fig. 8). However, the
peak force is lower for the 8mm radius possibly because of
the greater dispersion due to the location of the indenter
and the small number of walls sheared. This result globally
confirms the hypothesis that the extra indentation force is
taken up by peripheral shearing and is in agreement with
Wierzbicki et al.’s results [14].
The results also demonstrate that the additional force,
due to shear only, occurs from a certain indentation depthCell Edges
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Fig. 7. Experimental contact law with cylindrical indenter and discrete model comparison.
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Fig. 8. Peripheral shear force per unit length.limit: DwLimitE0.32mm. Below this threshold, the error
induced by assuming that the honeycomb can be modelled
simply by its vertical edges, which behave independently of
each other and are subjected only to compression load, seems
to be negligible. A simple geometrical analysis (Fig. 9)
shows that the corresponding limit angle is 0.27 rad, about
151. This calculation was performed assuming that the
circumference of the indenter passed through the middle of
the cell, which avoided having to take the reaction of the
vertical edge into account. It was then verified a posteriori
that in the case of the indentation experiments using
spherical indenters [27], this limit was not reached. The
limit angle varied between 0.007 rad (radius 57.25mm) and
0.025 rad (radius 16.25mm) which is well below the
calculated threshold. To see if the angle obtained had a
real physical meaning, a complementary test was carried
out with a conical indenter of half-angle 181 (4151) at the
summit. It was observed that the edge-independence
hypothesis still remained valid as the correlation betweencalculation and test results was very good (Fig. 10), which
suggests that the actual threshold is little higher.
In consequence, for the indentation of a sandwich
structure, it will be possible to model the honeycomb by
its vertical edges alone if the deformation of the skin is not
too pronounced and the difference in crushing between two
neighbouring edges does not exceed wLimit, which is
generally the case. For all our studies, wiwj was always
less than wLimit. Therefore, we did not try to determine the
Fshear law because it is only needed for sharp projectiles on
thin skins. In such cases, the skin is generally perforated
which is out of the scope of our research.
3. Computation of the static contact law
Experiments and numerical studies were carried out on
sandwich structures with metal skin and the same
NomexTM honeycomb core as described in the last
paragraph. Metal skins were used in order to avoid the
complex failure damage mode of composite laminated skin.
3.1. Experimental investigations
Quasi-static indentation test were carried out on
100 100mm sandwich structures. Brass skins of 0.1 and
1mm thickness were bonded to the NomexTM honeycomb
with a layer of REDUXTM 312/5 glue. Tension tests were
performed on brass skin specimens for the two different
thicknesses. For the 0.1mm specimen, the elastic modulus
was 103,100MPa and the yield stress was about 433MPa.
For the 1mm specimen, the elastic modulus was
70,400MPa and the yield stress was about 104MPa.
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Table 1
Detail of the sandwich specimens built
Sandwich materials Skin
thickness
(mm)
Specimen
size (mm)
Number
Skin: brass; core: Nomex (HRH78, 1/8,
3); 48 kg/m3, 15mm thick
0.1 100 100 6
1 100 100 6
1 220 100 6Obviously, alloys differ. Then, several specimens were
made, as listed in Table 1. Indentation of all specimens was
done using the same INSTRONTM machine and the same
spherical indenters having different radii (57.25, 30.125 and
21.75mm). Tests were performed with speed of 0.5mm/
min, which can be considered as quasi-static loading. The
specimens were fully supported on a rigid metallic part
(Fig. 11). The loads were measured by the machine’s sensor
but displacements were measured using a dial comparator
positioned on the indenter. Three tests were completed for
each type of sandwich structure (with thin or thick skin)
and for each indenter. The experimental contact laws are
partially presented in Fig. 12 (0.1mm skin) and (1mm
skin). The contact laws obtained show a low dispersion on
the results in the case of 0.1mm skins. This dispersion is
higher for the 1mm skin specimen (about 10%). For the
0.1mm thin skin, the aspect of the crush curves showsnothing out of the ordinary, with the exception of small
undulations which are similar to those observed on
indentation on honeycomb alone. For the 1mm thick
skin, the curve shows a very high stiffness at the beginning
of the indentation (because the bending stiffness was 1000
times that of the 0.1mm specimens) which becomes weaker
afterwards. This change can be qualitatively attributed to
the collapse of the first honeycomb cell under the indenter.
Indeed, the change of curve slope is observed for a
penetration value (0.29mm) which corresponds to the
results obtained previously on the uniform compression
test on the honeycomb alone. At that time, a noise
corresponding to the breaking of the honeycomb was
heard.
3.2. Comparison between computation and experiment
An implicit nonlinear finite element model was made (see
Fig. 14). The software used was the SAMCEFTM code (by
SAMTECH GROUP). Nonlinear springs were placed at
the same location as the honeycomb cell angles. The
generalized law was implemented using special features of
the software. The metal skins were modelled by Mindlin
plate elements for thin skin (0.1mm) specimens and by
volume elements in the thickness for thick skins (1mm). In
this way, the triaxial stress state of the metallic skin located
directly below the indenter was modelled satisfactorily. A
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Fig. 11. Description of the indentation tests on sandwich specimens.
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Fig. 12. Test/numerical model correlation in the case of sandwich with thin metal skins.fine mesh was created in the contact area just below the
indenter to generate a smooth contact law without any
slope discontinuity. A sensitivity study of the mesh gave a
convergence result if five volume elements through the
thickness and 36 elements per cell in the contact area were
used.
The local rotation yi corresponded to the rotation of the
upper node of the spring which also belonged to the skin.
This local rotation yi was obtained directly with Mindlin
plate elements but it had to be computed in the case of
volume elements for the thick skin (more details can be
found in [28]). In both cases, the rotation was assumed to
be
yi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2x þ R2y
q
, (2)
where Rx and Ry are the local rotations of the interface
nodes between the skin and the spring. The elastic–plastic
behaviour laws for brass skins were obtained from
conventional tensile tests. Taking advantage of the
symmetry of the structure, only one-quarter of the plate
was modelled. The numerical simulation was limited to2mm of indentation, which largely exceeds the threshold
value of detectability known as BVID (barely visible
impact damage).
The results of computation were compared to the tests
on sandwiches with thin skins (Fig. 12) and a good test/
computation comparison was obtained for all three
indenter radii. Globally, the undulations observed during
the test were also found numerically and corresponded to
the drop in the load after the peak load of each vertical
edges located at the circumference of the indented area.
For the thin skin, the rotation always proved to be less
than 2.31. It should therefore be possible to use the simple
law with peak Fwp for all vertical edges. This is hardly
surprising since the skin shapes itself perfectly around the
indenter and the test was similar to the one performed with
the indenter directly in contact with the honeycomb.
However, as lateral folding of the edges could occur with
the skin in place, the correlation was good whatever the
diameter of the indenter. For the thick skins, if the Fwp law
was not corrected to take into account the rotation, there
was a difference of about 15% between the computational
and the experimental results. This can be explained by the
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Fig. 14. Finite element modelling of the indentation problem on sandwich with thin metal skins.fact that the rigid skin did not follow the shape of the
indenter when it bent. The bend caused rotations at the
menisci before the edges involved had reached peak load
[28]. When the rotation is taken into account, the
comparison for sandwich structures using thick skin gives
a globally acceptable result considering the test dispersion
(Fig. 13). For the thick skin, the bending stiffness was 1000
times that of the thin skin and the deformed shape of the
skins generated local rotation in the upper edges of the
honeycomb. Finally, the finite element model proposed was
able to compute the static contact law with acceptable
accuracy (Fig. 14).
4. Indentation of a structure
In practice, impacted aeronautical sandwich structures
are mostly simply supported or clamped but are never fully
supported. From a practical point of view, it is important
to know whether or not a coupling effect exists between theindentation and the stress field generated by the loading.
To study this phenomenon, three-point bending tests were
undertaken on sandwich plate.
Three NomexTM honeycomb specimen measuring
220 100mm with 1mm thick brass skins were produced
(Table 1). Globally, the experimental procedure and
manufacturing of the specimen were the same as described
previously (see Fig. 15). The distance between the
cylindrical steel supports was 200mm and three displace-
ment sensors (DC3–DC5) were located on the lower skin to
measure the deflection of the specimen. Two displacement
sensors (DC1 and DC2) were also located on the upper
face of the indenter. Three tests were completed with
indenter radii of 21.75, 30.125 and 57.25mm. The depth of
indentation was obtained by calculating difference in
displacement between the points on the upper and lower
skins just below the indenter [(DC1+DC2)/2DC4) in
Fig. 15]. The force/indentation curves could then be
directly compared with those obtained previously from
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Fig. 15. Three-point bending test principle.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the force/crush experimental curves in the case of rigid support and three-point bending, indenter R ¼ 21.75mm.the tests on rigid flat supports (Figs. 16 and 17) and it was
seen that the force/indentation contact laws were super-
imposed. Experimentally, for the configuration tested, it
appears that there is no nonlinear coupling and, conse-
quently, there is a superimposition of global bending and
local indentation effects.
When a honeycomb sandwich structure undergoes
bending, the transverse shear of the core plays an
important part in the deflection and has to be taken into
consideration. It is obvious that the proposed modelling of
the core by a series of nonlinear vertical springs cannot
take this transverse shear stress into account. However, thebending and indentation effects seem to be uncoupled. So,
to represent the bending effect of the sandwich, equivalent
nodal compression loads were added laterally at the nodes
located at the edge of honeycomb block and at the
indented skin side (Fig. 18). The computation result of
this model was compared to the numerical simulations
discussed in Section 3.2 and, as shown in Fig. 18, the results
were equivalent. This approach enables the practical
problem of sandwich structure indentation to be repre-
sented, since the bending/indentation uncoupling is again
present. Physically, this uncoupling can be attributed to the
existence of a plasticized area at a very early stage, under
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the force/crush experimental curves in the case of rigid support and three-point bending, indenter R ¼ 57.25mm.
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Fig. 18. Adapted model in indentation for bending loads and comparisons between previous modelling and the model with nodal forces, for indenter
21.75mm.the indenter area. This area becomes saturated in stress and
insensitive to the loading increments on the sandwich skin.
The only possible coupling must appear at the initiation of
the indentation area, which must logically be earlier when
the skin is loaded under lateral compression. However, this
phenomenon was not observable for the configuration
tested.At this stage of the study, it is now possible to model the
static indentation of metal-skinned sandwich structures. In
the finite element model, a grid of nonlinear springs
represents the honeycomb. The effects of local rotations of
the skin during indentation on the crushing behaviour of the
honeycomb are included. The compression law is obtained
by a basic compression test on a block of honeycomb.
5. Dynamic study
In the previous paragraph, the possibility of obtaining
the static contact law numerically was demonstrated.
Nevertheless, in industrial cases, the geometry can be more
complex with various shapes and different local stiffnesses.
So, the objective of this part of the study is to determine
whether the approach developed in the last paragraph is
suitable to model the dynamic behaviour of sandwich
structures with metallic skins under low-velocity and low-
energy impact.
For this purpose, dynamic impact tests were performed
using mass drop test equipment (see Fig. 19). The sandwich
plates used for the experiments were of the same type as the
ones for the three-point bending tests (100 220mm2, core
thickness 15mm and skin thickness 1mm). The boundary
conditions were also the same (see Fig. 15). The impactor
having spherical tip with radii of 30.125 or 57.25mm, hit
the centre of the plate. The mass of the impactor were
respectively 885 and 865 g. The impact speeds recorded
were, respectively, 2.58 and 2.80m/s. The impact energy
was about 3 J. The impactor was equipped with a load cell
and an accelerator to provide the deflection and the forceFig. 19. Load dduring the impact. The redundancy of these two data was
voluntary. Nevertheless, practically, the force signal gave
less interference and it was the only information that was
used to measure the force. The force/time and force/
displacement curves are shown Figs. 21 and 22. The
complex law of the dynamic contact force should a priori
be the superimposition of the dynamic response of the
sandwich structure and the local indentation.
To model the dynamic test, two assumptions were made:–ropThe global behaviour of the structure did not depend on
local response during impact. This hypothesis agrees
with the local nature of the impact reported in the
literature.– The static/dynamic equivalence was assumed for the
range of structures and impacts studied. Thus, it was
possible to use the static contact law computed
previously.
With these assumptions, a multi-scale approach could be
proposed: the local indentation law was computed first.
The only parameter necessary was the crushing law for the
spring, which was obtained simply by a basic compressiontest rig.
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Shear modulus reinforced area
Mindlin plate elements
Mass
Nonlinear spring
Simply supported boundary conditions
Fig. 20. Spring-mass finite element model.test on a block of honeycomb. As the local dynamic effects
were neglected, a nonlinear spring was used to represent
the contact law in the global model as shown Fig. 20. The
compression law for this spring was the indentation law
previously computed in Section 3. This proposition is
similar to the approach of Choi and Lim [32] for laminated
plates. An implicit finite element model was made using the
same software as in Section 3.2. The sandwich structure
was modelled by Mindlin plate finite elements (Fig. 20).
The materials of the structure were assumed to be linearly
elastic. The mass density of the brass skin and the Nomex
were, respectively, 8000 and 48 kg/m3. The transverse
moduli of the core were Gyz ¼ 44, Gxz ¼ 30 and
Ezz ¼ 120MPa.
Following the assumptions and to avoid local dynamic
effects, it was decided to increase the transverse shear
modulus of the core artificially on the right of the indenter
with the following values: Gyz ¼ Gxz ¼ 5000MPa.
Numerical tests were performed to demonstrate the little
influence of the area dimension and the modulus of the
local reinforcement on the global response of the structure.
In our case, the nonlinear spring law was obtainednumerically. The linear stiffness of the spring was
2.67 kN/mm, the yield stress corresponded to a force of
0.4 kN and the plastic stiffnesses were 0.714 and 0.93 kN/
mm for the 30.125 and 57.25 indenters, respectively. The
initial velocities were those measured (2.58 and 2.80m/s,
respectively). For the dynamic computation, a Hil-
bert–Hughes–Taylor algorithm with automatic time
stepping (implicit predictor–corrector scheme) was
selected [33].
In spite of the relative simplicity of the model used, the
numerical simulations fit the experimental results correctly
(Figs. 21 and 22). The maximum contact force has been
found, which will provide the damage area by a return to
the indentation model. The static–dynamic equivalence for
this range of structures and impacts, which was mainly
observed experimentally, has also been confirmed numeri-
cally. Besides, the possibility of making indentations on
fully supported specimens has been demonstrated. This
result also globally validates the approach and the
hypotheses made. The simplicity of the model should be
an advantage in dealing with complex structures and multi-
impact phenomena.
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A method has been developed to model low-velocity/
low-energy impacts on metal-skinned sandwich structures,
and gives good correlation of contact laws. An analysis of
the crushing from a structural point of view has enabled us
to propose an original way of modelling NomexTM
honeycomb core using a grid of nonlinear springs. In
practice, the springs in implicit finite elements provide a
faster and a more robust computation, especially when the
stiffness varies and decreases suddenly as is found to occur
in brittle materials such as NomexTM. The local rotation of
the upper surface of the honeycomb which interfaces with
the skin plays a role in the initiation of vertical edge
buckling. This interface effect between skin and honey-
comb is then taken into account in the model. Direct
application of this modelling enables the contact law to be
computed when metal-skinned sandwiches are quasi-
statically indented on a flat support. This approach gives
highly accurate correlation of indentation tests on a flat
support or under three-point bending.
The proposed multi-level approach consists of three
steps. First, a basic compression test must be performed on
a block of honeycomb to obtain the initial crushing law.
Second, using this law in nonlinear springs, it is possible to
obtain the contact law by a finite element model and a
nonlinear static computation. Finally, with the hypothesis
of neglecting the dynamic effect at the contact, a basic finite
element spring-mass model using a nonlinear contact law
computed at the last step is able to model a dynamic test.
As a good correlation is obtained, the hypothesis of
equivalence between static indentation and dynamic test is
validated. This basic approach could be useful to model
complex structures under impact or multi-impact. It is
important to note again that the impact simulation is
complete and is, finally based only on a simple economical
compression test on a block of honeycomb core. It avoids
the use of indentation tests on the complete structure to
identify the Meyer’s law coefficient. It also shows that the
phenomenon remains local and, for the range of structures
studied, is independent of the boundary conditions and the
dimension of the plate. It would seem that the approachthat has been developed can be used for other cellular cores
made from other materials thanks to the similar and
common crushing mechanism.
The use of metallic skin in this study enables a step-by-step
approach to the modelling of the impact but this remains a
limitation in practice since it is rare nowadays for sandwich
structures to be made using metallic skin in industry. The
real challenge will still be to couple this modelling approach
with laminated skin. In this case, the plasticity behaviour will
be replaced by determination of the damage state in both the
honeycomb core and the skin and the possible coupling
between the stress state of the global structure and the
indentation phenomenon will have to be taken into account.
Knowing the local state, it will be then possible to compute
the residual strength by a second model.References
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